
Woof! 

I’m Bruno, the 
family dog.  

He doesn’t 
smell very 
good 

He’s drooling 
everywhere  

And he has 
fleas 

I love my humans. They’re so fun, I never 
get bored with them! 

For a while now it’s been a little 
strange…it all started with them talking 
a lot about something called Coco…

Children, school is 
closed because of Coco I’m fed up of 

want to see my 
friend

YES BLABLA HELLO 
ALL, TODAY COCO 

BLABLA HAS 38 
DEATHS BLABLABLA 
CORONAVIRUS BLA 

WOOF 

And he has 

But we still 
love him! 

Waaah! 

I love my humans. They’re so fun, I never 

strange…it all started with them talking 
a lot about something called Coco… 

I’m fed up of Coco, I 
want to see my 
friends! 

I’m told that Coco is a virus that can 
make humans poorly but not pets.

Woof 

So, my family has no reason to abandon me, 
because I won’t be able to make them 
poorly! Phew! 

So, fortunately, my humans are being very 
careful not to catch Coco. I wouldn’t
if they got poorly. 

They don’t really go out anymore.

I’m told that Coco is a virus that can 
make humans poorly but not pets. 

Okmate, it’s a 
deal! 

Woof! 
I’ll explain it 
more simply: 
WOOF WOOF 

So, my family has no reason to abandon me, 
because I won’t be able to make them 

So, fortunately, my humans are being very 
careful not to catch Coco. I wouldn’t like it 

go out anymore. 

Translation: Kate Elizabeth Wilkinson 



Except to walk me… 

and to buy food! 

And when they go out, they even put a 
muzzle on their faces…how very 

It does make me laugh though. 

And when they go out, they even put a 
very strange! 

 

The children sometimes seem a little 
unhappy about being locked up in the 
house like this. Parents 

…so I try my best to 

This nasty Coco is not very funny. I 
must say, if I ever cross him, he’ll 
have me to deal with!

SNIFF 

So, Bruno, we’re going to 
clean your paws …

Like 
everyone!

Can you draw a picture of your favourite 
household animal? 

 

The children sometimes seem a little 
unhappy about being locked up in the 

arents do too… 

…so I try my best to comfort them! 

This nasty Coco is not very funny. I 
, if I ever cross him, he’ll 

have me to deal with! 

HEHE 

So, Bruno, we’re going to 
clean your paws … 

Like 
everyone! 

Can you draw a picture of your favourite 
 

woof 

Translation: Kate Elizabeth Wilkinson 


